Visual Attention Is Required for Multiple Object Tracking
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In the multiple object tracking task, participants attempt to keep track of a moving set of target objects embedded in an identical set of moving distractors. Depending on several display parameters, observers are usually only able to accurately track 3 to 4 objects. Various proposals attribute this limit to a fixed number of discrete indexes (Pylyshyn, 1989), limits in visual attention (Cavanagh & Alvarez, 2005), or “architectural limits” in visual cortical areas (Franconeri, 2013). The present set of experiments examined the specific role of visual attention in tracking using a dual-task methodology in which participants tracked objects while identifying letter probes appearing on the tracked objects and distractors. As predicted by the visual attention model, probe identification was faster and/or more accurate when probes appeared on tracked objects. This was the case even when probes were more than twice as likely to appear on distractors suggesting that some minimum amount of attention is required to maintain accurate tracking performance. When the need to protect tracking accuracy was relaxed, participants were able to allocate more attention to distractors when probes were likely to appear there but only at the expense of large reductions in tracking accuracy. A final experiment showed that people attend to tracked objects even when letters appearing on them are task-irrelevant, suggesting that allocation of attention to tracked objects is an obligatory process. These results support the claim that visual attention is required for tracking objects.
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Many of our everyday activities, such as playing a team sport, driving on a busy street, or monitoring several children at a pool, require us to engage in multiple object tracking (MOT). Laboratory studies of MOT have generally been based on a task introduced by Pylyshyn and Storm (1988) in which observers attempt to keep track of a set of target objects embedded in identical moving distractors. Typically, observers are accurate at tracking up to about four objects before accuracy begins to drop precipitously (Cavanagh & Alvarez, 2005; Pylyshyn & Storm, 1988; Yantis, 1992), although the number of objects that can be tracked varies substantially depending on factors such as movement velocity, interobject spacing, and so forth (Alvarez & Franconeri, 2007).

A wide variety of models have been proposed to account for observed limits in our tracking ability. These models are similar to those proposed to account for comparable limits in maintaining visual objects for brief periods in visual short-term memory (VSTM). In fact, the underlying mechanism responsible for limits in these two domains may be related (Oksama & Hyona, 2008), so we might profit from integrating theoretical accounts developed in the domains of MOT and VSTM.

A first theoretical cut through the domain of tracking models rests on the distinction between explanations that assume some sort of flexible allocation of a limited “processing resource” versus constraints attributable to built-in architectural limitations. In addition, within the domain of limited processing capacity, we can distinguish between claims that processing capacity is allocated in discrete chunks or as a continuous resource.

Discrete Resource Model of MOT

Pylyshyn (1989) proposed that people track objects using a pointer or indexing system. An index is assumed to be a primitive selection mechanism that can keep track of an object without necessarily providing any information about its identity or other properties. The number of indexes is assumed to be limited to three or four, thereby providing a straightforward account of the limited number of objects that can be tracked. Indexes appear to be similar to slots (Zhang & Luck, 2008, 2011), which have been proposed as an explanation for the limited number of items that can be stored in VSTM.

In Pylyshyn’s original theory, indexes were assumed to be “sticky” so that they remained attached to their corresponding objects without requiring the intervention of limited-capacity processes (Pylyshyn & Storm, 1988). However, in later versions, Pylyshyn (1994) suggested that visual attention may sometimes be allocated to tracked objects in order to “refresh” the indexes or to keep them from inadvertently “slipping off” onto nearby distractors. He suggested other reasons as well for a close relationship between the indexing and visual attention systems, namely that visual properties of an object, such as shape, color, identity, and so forth, only become available when people allocate visual attention to an object; the allocation of attention, in turn, depends on the prior assignment of an index to that object. In this model, visual attention has a unitary focus that can only be allocated to one
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object at a time even though several indexes can be simultaneously allocated to tracked objects.

**Continuous Resource Model of MOT**

Cavanagh and Alvarez (2005) challenged the claim that MOT is limited by a fixed set of indexes or pointers and suggested instead that attention, which was initially characterized as being allocated in the form of a single “spotlight,” could be divided into separate spotlights allocated to each of the to-be-tracked objects (the “multifocal attention model”). Increasing the number of targets would result in each of them receiving a smaller “slice of the pie” so that tracking accuracy would be expected to decline with increasing set size. Similar proposals that visual working memory involves competition for a limited, continuous resource were shown to account for set size effects on report accuracy (Bays, Catalao, & Husain, 2009; Keshvari, van den Berg, & Ma, 2013; Wilken & Ma, 2004). The continuous resource model nicely accounts for the finding that the number of objects that can be tracked varies over a wide range depending on “tracking difficulty” (close spacing or high velocity). For example, Alvarez and Franconeri (2007) found that people could track anywhere from one to 12 objects depending on their velocity. This result isn’t easily explained by the indexing/slot class of model.

**Capacity-Free Models**

Franconeri and colleagues (Franconeri, 2013; Franconeri et al., 2007, 2010, 2013) pointed out that explaining limits in performance in terms of a hypothetical, capacity-limited attention system may only give the illusion of providing an explanation: “Unfortunately, words like ‘capacity,’ ‘resources,’ and ‘load’ relabel the effect without explaining why it occurs” (p. 134). They suggested that limits in tracking accuracy reflect competition for representation in cortical maps. Attending to an object is thought to involve a central area of enhancement surrounded by a zone in which objects are inhibited or suppressed (Franconeri, 2013; Franconeri et al., 2013). If these suppressive zones are large relative to the total area available for representing objects, then attending to more than one object would increase the probability of these suppressive zones intruding on the central enhancement areas resulting in selection failures. Notice that this is somewhat similar to crowding limits in which neighboring objects in the periphery become difficult to individuate resulting in failures to correctly identify them. In this theory, deleterious effects of increasing velocity or increases in the number of objects tracked can be attributed to the increase in the number of close approaches between targets that accompanies increasing velocity. A similar argument can be made for the effects of increasing set size. The only limited resource in this model is the limited spatial resolution for individuating closely spaced objects associated with topographically organized visual cortex (Franconeri, 2013).

Vul, Frank, Alvarez, and Tenenbaum (2010) proposed a computational model to account for tracking performance without assuming capacity limits. They used a particle filter approach that predicts the future position of an object based on its current position and knowledge of its direction and velocity of movement. In this model, errors arise because of noise in these various estimates, which allowed the model to show effects of spacing and velocity that were consistent with human performance. However, they also found that tracking declined with increases in the number of objects to be tracked and this could not be accounted for by their model. They concluded that set size effects implicate the need for a limited-capacity attentional system that plays a role in the tracking task. A later paper by Srivastava and Vul (2016) added an attentional component to the model in which a limited resource, assumed to correspond to visual attention, was divided among tracked objects and was dynamically allocated to targets when tracking difficulty increased. This model, which has similarities to the multifocal attention model, provides a good account of both set size and velocity effects on tracking accuracy. In agreement with their model, they found that people localized targets more accurately under crowded display conditions relative to sparse spacing (see Iordanescu, Grabovecky, & Suzuki, 2009 for a similar result) presumably because more attention was allocated to targets when they were approached by distractors.

**The Current Experiments**

There have been a number of models aimed at explaining our ability to keep track of moving objects. Some of these models have proposed that limits in tracking are attributable, at least in part, to the need to allocate a limited capacity resource to tracked objects. Further, this limited resource might correspond to visual attention, perhaps flexibly allocated in the form of separate “spotlights” bound to tracked objects (Cavanagh & Alvarez, 2005). In the first two experiments, we evaluate this class of models using letter probes appearing on tracked objects and distractors. Visual attention is known to improve the speed and/or accuracy of probe identification (Carrasco & McElree, 2001; Doran & Hoffman, 2010; Eriksen & Hoffman, 1972a, 1972b, 1973; Hoffman & Nelson, 1981; Posner, 1980; Szinte, Carrasco, Cavanagh, & Rolfs, 2015; Theeuwes & Van der Burg, 2007), so discrimination speed and/or accuracy for letter probes appearing on different objects can serve as an objective measure of how much attention those objects are receiving during MOT.

In addition, we evaluate whether advantages for probes appearing on tracked objects are simply due to a convenient choice of a default strategy or reflect the necessity of attentional allocation for tracking. We examined this issue by varying the probability of probes appearing on tracked objects versus distractors. If tracking doesn’t require visual attention, as claimed by index models, then participants should be free to allocate their attention to those objects that are likely to host a probe letter, independent of tracking requirements because tracking depends on indexes. In contrast, if tracking requires visual attention, as claimed by continuous resource models, allocation of attention should be strongly constrained by tracking, particularly in the set size three condition which would be expected to use most of the available resources. In this case, one should observe severely reduced identification of probe letters appearing on distractors.

**Experiment 1**

In Experiment 1, participants tracked one or three “figure eight” objects (see Figure 1) while also trying to identify probe letters appearing on a target or a distractor (see Sears & Pylyshyn, 2000 for a similar paradigm). The distractor was a different color than...
Method

Participants. There were 10 participants (2 male, 8 female) between ages 18 and 29 years old (mean age = 22.7 years old) in the track-1 group. Twelve participants were recruited for the track-3 group; however, two participants were dropped from analysis because of low tracking accuracy (below 70% correct). The remaining 10 participants (4 male, 6 female) in the track-3 group were between the ages of 18 and 29 years old (mean age = 23.3 years old).

Stimuli and procedure. Observers were tested in a dimly lit and acoustically isolated room. Displays were presented on a SAMSUNG 2233RZ 22” LCD Monitor (Wang & Nikolic, 2011) having 1,680 × 1,050 pixel resolution and a 120-Hz refresh rate. Viewing distance was fixed at 70 cm using a chin rest. Experiments were controlled by a Dell 3.60 GHz computer. The experiment was programmed in MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA; http://www.mathworks.com) using the Psychophysics Toolbox extensions (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997). Eye movements were monitored with an Eyelink 1000 eye tracker using the Eyelink Toolbox extensions (SR Research, Ontario Canada; Cornelissen, Peters, & Palmer, 2002), which sampled eye position at 500-Hz. An eye movement was defined as three consecutive eye samples that were more than 1.4 degrees of visual angle (dva) from fixation.

Stimuli consisted of seven figure-eight objects which could have segments deleted to reveal the capital letters E, H, F, or P (see Sears & Pylyshyn, 2000). The size of each object was 1.1 × 1.3 dva in width and height, respectively. Six identical objects were presented in either black or white on a gray background with the opposite color assigned to the singleton distractor. The assignment of the two possible colors to the singleton versus the other display objects was counterbalanced across participants. Tracking load (one vs. three) was varied between different groups of participants.

A schematic display of a typical trial sequence is shown in Figure 1. At the start of each trial, observers fixated a .08 × .08 dva square at the center of the screen and pressed a mouse button to initiate the trial. The objects then appeared randomly positioned within a 12.4 × 9.8 dva rectangular area centered on fixation. The to-be-tracked objects were shown in green for one second at the start of each trial. Objects then moved along linear trajectories in random directions with a velocity of 6 dva/s and bounced off the edges of the rectangular region as well as each other when they were closer than 1.6 dva center-to-center. The objects also bounced off an invisible circular region with a 2.3 dva radius that surrounded the fixation point to prevent it from being occluded by the moving objects.

One of four different, randomly chosen search targets (E, H, F, or P) appeared on either the tracked object or the singleton between 1 and 3 seconds (uniform distribution) after the start of each trial. In the first block of trials, a target appeared on the singleton on 70% of the trials while in the second block, it appeared on the tracked object on 70% of the trials. The last two blocks were single-task search control conditions in which the target letter appeared only on a tracked object or on the singleton, respectively. The onset of the search target was accompanied by characters appearing on all the other objects, including the singleton. These characters were chosen randomly without replacement from a set of letters and numbers (i.e., A, C, J, L, O, S, U, 2, 4, 6, 7, 9). Letters were shown for a limited duration (determined by a staircase procedure described below) and then reverted to figure eights.

Following a four-second motion period, participants were required to select the tracked objects by clicking on them using the mouse. The unique color of the singleton was maintained during the response phase. Feedback was provided after each mouse click by changing the color of the chosen letter to red (incorrect) or green (correct). Participants then chose the search target by clicking on one of the four possible target letter choices. Once again, feedback was provided in the form of a color change to red or
green. There were three runs, each containing 3 blocks of 48 trials each for a total of 432 trials per participant. Participants were told that they would receive a monetary reward on each trial of 1.5 cents each for correct performance on tracking and probe identification. This reward was conditional on correct tracking on that trial. This was designed to encourage participants to prioritize the tracking task while also rewarding them for correctly carrying out the search task.

Presentation durations for the search target were adjusted using a three-up, one-down staircase procedure in which duration was increased following an error and decreased following three consecutive correct responses. This procedure should converge on an accuracy level of approximately 80%. The staircase procedure continued until four reversals were reached, and an estimated asymptotic value was obtained by taking the average of these reversals. Separate durations were estimated for search targets appearing on the tracked object and the singleton. Note that there are two different ways one might adjust the exposure duration in the single task search condition. One way would be to have people search through the entire display for the target letter. The other is to indicate a subset of objects (one or three) that will always contain the target. We chose the latter procedure because maximum search performance, which is what the single-task search performance should reflect, will occur when targets appear in known locations and people are not required to make a tracking response (although they are probably tracking the cued locations as part of attending to them). This also allowed us to find different durations for the targets appearing on the tracked object(s) and the singleton in order to make performance comparable across physi- cally different objects (singleton vs. nonsingletons) and differing numbers of relevant locations (as in set size 1 vs. set size 3).

During the staircase procedure in the search-only condition, participants were instructed that one or three objects (depending on the group) would be cued by changing to a green color at the start of each trial and that search targets would only occur on the cued objects. No tracking response was required however. Similarly, when the staircase was applied to targets appearing on the singleton object, participants were instructed that search targets would only appear on that object. The staircase procedures were conducted before the start of the experiment and between each run if search accuracy deviated more than 10% from the criterion accuracy of 80%.

Results and Discussion

In the set size 1 condition 10.4% of trials, and 15.11% of trials in the set size 3 condition, were rejected because of eye movements. Trials containing eye fixations deviating 1.87 dva or more from the fixation point were rejected. In the set size 1 condition, the average probe durations were 164.0 ms for the tracked object and 157.5 ms for the singleton. The corresponding values for the set size 3 condition were 319 ms for tracked objects and 108 ms for the singleton. Not surprisingly, a longer exposure duration was required to achieve the same probe accuracy when monitoring three locations compared to one. Average accuracy in the single- task search condition was 84.68% for probes on cued objects and 81.61% for probes on the singleton object for set size 1. For set size 3 condition, the corresponding values were 85.19% and 83.72%. These values were normalized (Alvarez, Horowitz, Ar- senio, Dimase, & Wolfe, 2005) as described below in the Search Accuracy section.

Tracking accuracy. Tracking accuracy was analyzed using a mixed ANOVA with a between-subjects factor of Set Size (one vs. three) and a within-subjects factor of Target Probability (Probability of target appearing on a tracked object: 30%/T vs. 70%/T). Although the presented means for each condition below are the untransformed accuracy scores, an arcsine transformation was performed on the data before conducting the ANOVA. There was a small but significant advantage in tracking accuracy when probability favored the search target appearing on a tracked object ($M = 96.8$) compared with the singleton ($M = 95.02$), $F(1, 18) = 9.73, p = .006$. There was no main effect of Set Size, $F(1, 18) = 3.74, p = .069$, or its interaction with probability, $F(1, 18) = 1.16, p = .29$. These results indicate that participants were largely successful in maintaining high tracking accuracy in all conditions.

Search accuracy. Visual search accuracy for targets appearing on tracked objects and distractors is shown in Figure 2 in the form of an attention operating characteristic or AOC (Alvarez et al., 2005; Hoffman & Nelson, 1981; Sperling & Melchner, 1978). Each data point in the interior of the figure represents joint search performance for targets appearing on tracked objects and singleton distractors for each probability condition. Search accuracy was normalized to a scale extending from 0 to 100 using the following formula from Alvarez et al. (2005): normalized accuracy = ([dual-task accuracy − chance]/[single task accuracy − chance]) × 100. Chance performance on the search task was 25%. This transformation expresses dual-task accuracy as a percentage of single-task performance. When performance in dual-task and single-task conditions is the same, the normalized score for the dual-task condi-

Figure 2. Attention operating characteristic (AOC) showing relationship between normalized search accuracy for letters appearing on the tracked object versus the distractor as a function of the number of objects being tracked (one vs. three) and the probability of targets appearing on the tracked object in Experiment 1. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. See the online article for the color version of this figure.
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tracking a single object resulted in reserve capacity that could be
appearing there. These results then are consistent with the idea that tracking
may require some minimum allocation of visual attention to the tracked object in order to
maintain high tracking accuracy and this minimum allocation limits how much attention can be allocated to the distractor. Effects of target probability would then have to work within the allocation limits set by the tracking task. If tracking three objects compared with one requires more visual attention then there should be less attention left over to allocate to the distractor resulting in poorer performance in identifying targets appearing there which is what we observed.

Non-normalized visual search accuracy was also analyzed using a mixed ANOVA with a between-subjects factor of Set Size (one vs. three) and within-subject factors of Target Probability (Probability of target appearing on tracked object: 30%T vs. 70%T) and Target Location (Tracked object vs. Distractor). There was a main
effect of target location, $F(1, 18) = 116.8, p < .001$, reflecting better search performance for targets appearing on tracked objects ($M = 71.2\%$) versus the singleton ($M = 43.6\%$). There was no main effect of probability, $F(1, 18) = .201, p = .659$. The
interaction of probability and target location was significant, $F(1, 18) = 39.47, p < .001$, demonstrating the trade-off in search accuracy between the two locations as a function of probability. Increasing the probability of a search target appearing on a tracked object improved accuracy when it occurred there, and this effect was accompanied by a decrease in accuracy for a target appearing on the distractor. Superimposed on this trade-off is the overall superiority for targets appearing on tracked objects. This can be seen most clearly in the condition where the target was most likely to appear on the distractor (30%T condition). Search accuracy here was equal for the two locations (tracked object and distractor) despite the fact that the search target was more than twice as likely to occur on the distractor. Participants appeared to be unable to allocate a majority of their attention to the singleton when the target was highly likely to occur there, presumably because the requirement to maintain accurate tracking required a certain minimum amount of attention to be allocated to the tracked objects.

These results then are consistent with the idea that tracking depends on a limited-capacity attentional resource with the number of objects being tracked affecting the amount of resources that are available to be allocated to nontracked objects.

In Experiment 1, accuracy for discriminating targets on tracked objects was always equal to or better than accuracy for targets appearing on a distractor, regardless of probability. This is reflected in the fact that all four dual-task points in Figure 2 are located in the lower right quadrant, corresponding to good performance for targets appearing on a tracked objects coupled with relatively poor performance for targets appearing on the distractor. This was the case even when the target was more than twice as likely to appear on the distractor compared to a tracked object. These results suggest that tracking may require some minimum allocation of visual attention to the tracked object in order to maintain high tracking accuracy and this minimum allocation limits how much attention can be allocated to the distractor.

Experiment 2

In Experiment 2, we changed our instructions in several ways to shift the emphasis from maintaining high tracking accuracy to performing well on the search task. A larger reward was provided for being accurate on the search task compared to tracking. In addition, search rewards were no longer contingent on correct tracking. Note that observers are still rewarded for correct tracking so the optimal strategy is to be accurate on both tasks if possible. However, if search and tracking are competing for the same limited resource, as we are claiming, then tracking performance should drop when search targets are likely to appear on a distractor and participants shift a large share of their attentional resources to the distractor.

In this experiment, the tracking load was set to two objects and the velocity of the moving objects was adjusted using a staircase procedure designed to keep tracking performance at approximately 80% in the track-only condition.

Method

Participants. Ten participants (3 male, 7 female) ranging from 18 to 24 years of age (mean age = 18.9 years) completed Experiment 2. All participants reported normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity. Monetary payment was provided for participation.

Stimuli and procedure. Stimuli and procedures were identical to those used in Experiment 1 except for the following changes. Observers tracked two objects among four identical distractors and one singleton distractor. A single-task tracking condition was
Results and Discussion

As a result of eye movements, 11.68% of trials were rejected. The average speed of the objects across participants, as determined by the staircase procedure, was 13.5 dva/s. The average search target durations for tracked objects and the singleton were 234.17 ms and 130.83 ms, respectively. Average non-normalized accuracy in the single-task tracking condition was 78.08%. The average non-normalized accuracy in the single-search task condition was 79.87% on cued objects and 83% on the singleton object.

Search accuracy. Visual search accuracy is shown in Figure 3 in the form of an attention operating characteristic (AOC), in which each data point represents the joint normalized search accuracy for targets appearing on the tracked objects and the distractor across the different probability conditions. The signed distance between each data point and the diagonal line was analyzed using t tests to examine whether the distance was significantly greater than zero (Alvarez et al., 2005). The distance was not significantly different from zero in either the 30%, t(9) = 1.13, p = .29 or 70%, t(9) = 0.56, p = .59, probability conditions. Similar to the case of tracking three objects in Experiment 1, the two dual-task data points for this experiment appear to lie along the negative diagonal representing performance on tasks that are mutually exclusive.

The new finding in the present experiment is that participants apparently shifted a large portion of their attention to the distractor when the target was likely to occur there, resulting in increased target accuracy for that object (see Figure 3). However, this increase in performance for distractor targets was accompanied by a large reduction in accuracy for targets appearing on tracked objects. Normalized accuracy for targets appearing on tracked objects was considerably lower (32%) here than it was in Experiment 1 (normalized accuracy of 58% and 66% correct for set size 3 and 1, respectively). In addition, unlike Experiment 1, participants in this experiment were able to achieve higher accuracy for probes appearing on the distractor relative to the tracked objects but only at a cost of sharply reduced accuracy on the tracking task. In Experiment 1, participants were able to increase their attention to the distractor with only minor reductions in tracking accuracy.

Tracking accuracy. Tracking accuracy is shown in Figure 4. We analyzed tracking accuracy using a one-way within-subjects ANOVA which revealed a significant effect of task condition (30%T vs. 70%T) × 2 (Target location: Tracked object vs. Distractor) repeated-measures ANOVA. There was no main effect of probability, F(1, 9) = 3.1, p = .11. In keeping with our previous findings, we found a main effect of target location, F(1, 9) = 17.37, p = .002, reflecting more accurate identification of targets appearing on tracked objects (M = 58.48) compared with the singleton (M = 45.13). The crucial point of interest is the interaction of probability with target location, F(1, 9) = 77.03, p < .001, which showed a significant trade-off in accuracy between the search locations as a function of probability.
occur on the singleton, than the 70%T condition (we think it is still worthwhile to examine whether people continue tracking as the principal mechanism for performing tracking. However, other systematic patterns we observed that implicate visual attention plays a critical role in the task of MOT. However, in both of these experiments, letters that were relevant for the search task appeared on the tracked object relative to distractors or the minimum level, people tend to lose track of it. Attention, as measured by the ability to discriminate briefly presented shapes, appears to be closely linked to object tracking. Tracking involves attending to the tracked objects and attending to objects involves tracking them.

**Experiment 3**

The previous two experiments indicate that people allocate visual attention to tracked objects and that when attention is withdrawn, tracking performance suffers. It appears, therefore, that attention plays a critical role in the task of MOT. However, in both of these experiments, letters that were relevant for the search task appeared on the display objects and, because visual attention is needed for target identification during search, one could argue that people do not need to attend to the objects for tracking but they do so in order to identify the search targets that sometimes appear there. This doesn’t account for the ubiquitous superiority of detecting targets on the tracked objects relative to distractors or the other systematic patterns we observed that implicate visual attention as the principal mechanism for performing tracking. However, we think it is still worthwhile to examine whether people continue to allocate visual attention to tracked objects even when they have no reason to pay attention to them other than for tracking.

In this experiment, we removed the need to identify targets appearing on tracked objects (see Figure 5). Observers were required to track a set of moving objects while monitoring a stationary stream of letters for the occurrence of a target letter (an “E” or an “H”). Similar letter streams continuously appeared on the moving objects but these were irrelevant to the search task. A task-irrelevant target letter appeared in one of the moving object streams simultaneously with a task-relevant target appearing in the fixed location stream. The irrelevant target letters appeared equally often on a tracked object or a distractor and were either compatible or incompatible with the relevant target appearing in the fixed location. Similar to the flanker task (Eriksen, 1974; Eriksen & Eriksen, 1974; Eriksen & Hoffman, 1973), response competition should be observed in the form of increased errors and slowed reaction time (RT) to a target when it is accompanied by attended but irrelevant, response-incompatible distractors. If people attend to the moving objects as part of the tracking process then they should be slower on trials in which an incompatible versus a compatible letter appears on a tracked object. No compatibility effects should occur in response to target letters appearing on nontracked objects.

**Method**

**Participants.** Twenty students from the University of Delaware were recruited for this experiment; however, two students had incompatible minus compatible RT difference scores that were more than three standard deviations from the mean of all subjects (see results). These participants were excluded from the experi-
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**Figure 4.** Tracking accuracy for the dual-task and single task condition from Experiment 2. Accuracy measures are presented as a function of the probability of targets appearing on the tracked object.

These results show that tracking is dependent on visual attention and that once attention to a tracked object falls below some minimum level, people tend to lose track of it. Attention, as measured by the ability to discriminate briefly presented shapes, appears to be closely linked to object tracking. Tracking involves attending to the tracked objects and attending to objects involves tracking them.

**Figure 5.** An example of a trial sequence from Experiment 3. In the dual task condition, observers made a speeded response to a target letter (“E” vs. “H”) appearing in a stationary stream of letters (shown in white). They also had to track two moving objects (shown in green/light gray) among four moving distractors. Irrelevant streams of letters also appeared on the moving objects in synchrony with the stationary stream. The onset of a target on the stationary object was accompanied by an irrelevant target appearing in the moving stream simultaneously with a task-relevant target appearing in the fixed location stream. The irrelevant target letters appeared equally often on a tracked object or a distractor and were either compatible or incompatible with the relevant target appearing in the fixed location.
The remaining 18 students (8 male, 10 female) were between 18 and 30 years old (mean age = 22.1 years old). All participants reported normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity, and received monetary payment.

Stimuli and procedure. In this dual-task paradigm, participants were required to keep track of two of the six moving figure-eight objects appearing in the display (see Figure 5). The objects were contained within a 12.4 dva × 9.8 dva rectangular area centered on fixation. At the start of each trial, the to-be-tracked objects were presented in green for 500 ms. Objects then moved along linear trajectories in random directions with velocity adjusted based on a staircase algorithm described below. Objects bounced off the edges of the rectangular region and the stationary letter stream as well as each other when they were closer than 1.6 dva center-to-center. The objects also reversed directions when they reached an invisible circular region with a 2.3 dva radius that surrounded the fixation point to prevent it from being occluded by the moving objects.

The stationary letter stream was presented 3.3 dva to the left or right of the fixation point, with the location alternating across trials. A stream of random alphanumeric characters chosen from the set (A, C, J, L, O, S, U, 2, 4, 6, 7, 9) appeared synchronously in the stationary location and on each of the moving objects at a rate of 10/ s. A target letter (E or H) appeared in the stationary letter stream at a random delay of 2 to 4 seconds (uniform distribution) relative to the beginning of the trial. Simultaneously, an irrelevant target letter (E or H) appeared in one of the streams corresponding to a tracked object or a distractor. This letter occurred randomly but equally often on tracked objects and distractors and was equally likely to be compatible or incompatible with the relevant target letter appearing at the fixed location.

Observers were instructed to make a speeded discrimination response to the target letter appearing in the fixed location and ignore targets appearing on the moving objects. Object movement ceased as soon as they made their response at which time they selected the target objects they were tracking by clicking on them with the mouse. They were provided with accuracy feedback after each choice. They were then provided with accuracy and RT feedback for the search task.

Object velocity was adjusted using a three up, one down staircase procedure designed to keep tracking performance close to 80% correct. This procedure occurred at the beginning of the experiment and between each experimental run if accuracy deviated more than 10% from the criterion of 80% correct. There were three runs of 3 blocks, each containing 48 trials for a total of 432 trials per participant. A monetary reward system was implemented to encourage participants to maintain high task performance. To emphasize the priority of the tracking task in the dual-task condition, participants had to be correct on tracking before they could earn a reward for the search task, and a larger reward was provided for correct tracking. Participants received 1 cent for every correct search response (earned only if the tracking response was correct) and double that amount for every correct tracking response.

The experiment consisted of separate blocks of trials devoted to three different tasks: single-task search, single-task tracking, and dual-task (as described above). In the single-task search condition, observers were only required to identify the letter target appearing at the fixed location as an E or H. In the dual-task condition, the letter identification task was combined with the tracking task. For the single-task tracking condition, observers were only required to track two objects. Irrelevant letter streams were still presented in this condition to make displays comparable with those in the dual-task condition.

Results and Discussion

We restricted our analyses to trials without eye movements (15.43% of trials were rejected for eye movements). Outliers in the visual search task were defined as RTs that were more than three standard deviations from the mean for that participant. A total of 0.51% of the RTs were rejected as outliers. In the dual-task condition in which an irrelevant target letter appeared on a tracked object, two subjects had mean incompatible minus compatible RT difference scores on the search task that were more than three standard deviations from the mean (one was below the mean and the other was above). These subjects were excluded from further statistical analyses.

Tracking accuracy. Not surprisingly, tracking accuracy was significantly higher in the single-task tracking condition (M = 91.13) compared with the dual task condition (M = 82.31), t(17) = −6.26, p < .001. Tracking accuracy in the dual-task condition was analyzed with a 2 (Compatible vs. Incompatible irrelevant target) × 2 (irrelevant target location: Tracked object vs. Distractor) repeated-measures ANOVA. There was no significant main effects of compatibility, F(1, 17) =  .31, p = .59, or target location, F(1, 17) = 3.2, p = .09, or their interaction, F(1, 17) = .25, p = .62.

Search reaction time. The Search RT data are shown in Figure 6. To assess the compatibility effect on search RT as a function of target location we computed RT difference scores (incompatible minus compatible RT) for letters appearing on tracked objects versus distractors. RT difference scores were also computed for the single-task search condition in which task-irrelevant target letters could appear on any one of the moving objects. A one-way ANOVA revealed that the size of the difference scores varied across conditions (single-task search vs. dual-task search on tracked object vs. dual-task search on distractor), F(2, 34) = 7.16, p = .003. LSD contrasts showed that difference

![Figure 6. Search RT as a function of whether the irrelevant target occurred on a tracked object a distractor or in the search only condition for Experiment 3. The irrelevant target was compatible or incompatible with the relevant target occurring in the stationary letter stream. The error bars reflect the standard error of the mean.](image-url)
scores were significantly larger when targets occurred on tracked objects ($M = 25.9$ ms) relative to distractors ($M = -5.9$ ms; $p = .002$) and task-irrelevant moving objects in the single-task search condition ($M = 3.5$ ms; $p = .021$). RT in the single-task search condition was not significantly different from RT for distractors in dual-task search, $p = .29$.

The appearance of task-irrelevant incompatible letters only interfered with the search task when they occurred on tracked objects, but not when they occurred on distractors. Similarly, little interference was found when irrelevant targets occurred on unattended moving objects in the single-task search condition.

**Search accuracy.** Visual search accuracy is shown in Figure 7. Similar to the preceding analyses, we computed search accuracy difference scores (incompatible − compatible percent correct) for letters on tracked objects versus distractors, as well as for the single-task search condition in which participants did not track any objects. A one-way ANOVA showed that the differences scores were significantly different across the three conditions, $F(2, 34) = 6.26$, $p = .006$. LSD tests revealed a larger compatibility effect when letters appeared on tracked objects ($M = -5.62$) compared with distractors ($M = -1.25$; $p = .04$) and nontracked objects ($M = 1.16$, $p < .005$). Target identification on distractors in dual-task search was comparable to target identification on nontracked objects in the single-task search condition, $p = .18$.

The results of this experiment show that observers preferentially identified letters on tracked objects even though they were irrelevant and often harmful to the task of identifying letters in the stationary stream. Apparently, attention to tracked objects is not contingent on task-relevant targets appearing on them but is a necessary component of the tracking process.

Although the compatibility effects observed in this experiment are statistically significant and comparable with those observed in other flanker paradigms (Eriksen, 1995; Eriksen & Eriksen, 1974; Eriksen & Hoffman, 1973; Miller, 1988; Miller, 1991), one might have expected them to be much larger. In the typical flanker paradigm, participants are trying to ignore the flanker letters whereas in this study, when the incompatible letter appears on a tracked object, it is presumably being attended for the purpose of tracking. The answer to this puzzle is that participants are probably allocating less attention to the tracked object than the stationary letter stream because, as suggested by the results of Experiment 1, accurate letter discrimination may require more attention than object tracking. This relationship could change, for example, if a distractor made a close approach to a target, in which case, one would presumably have to increase the attention allocated to the tracked object resulting in a greater flanker effect.

**General Discussion**

We first summarize the main results of our experiments and then relate them to current controversies in the area of MOT. The goal of our experiments was to determine whether MOT depends on a limited capacity resource that is preferentially allocated to tracked objects and whether that resource can be identified as visual attention. In the first two experiments, we measured attentional allocation during MOT by examining the accuracy of identifying probe letters appearing on tracked objects and distractors. In the first experiment where participants had to maintain high tracking accuracy in all conditions, we found large and robust performance advantages for probes appearing on tracked objects, regardless of whether probes were likely to occur on tracked objects or the distractor. We took this as evidence that maintaining high tracking accuracy requires participants to devote at least some minimum amount of attention to the tracked objects. In other words, tracking constrained the way in which attention was allocated to tracked objects and distractors. In the second experiment, the search task was emphasized and people were now able to achieve greater accuracy for probes on the distractor compared with the tracked objects but only at the cost of a sharp reduction in tracking accuracy (18%).

The third experiment examined whether people attend to tracked objects even when the probes appearing there are never task-relevant. We found that the identities of letters appearing on tracked objects affected the speed and accuracy of responding to the relevant letters. Importantly, letters appearing on distractors had no effect. These results show that when people track an object they pay attention to it even when the letters appearing there are irrelevant and potentially harmful to their performance on the search task. Tracking appears to require visual attention.

We note that although a variety of studies have found similar advantages for probes appearing on tracked objects compared to distractors (Bahlrami, 2003; Sears & Pylyshyn, 2000), not all studies report a significant effect. For example, Alvarez and colleagues (2005) used methods similar to those employed here to examine trade-offs between tracking accuracy and performance on a visual search task as the relative importance of the two tasks was systematically varied. Their results, however, appear to be different from ours. In three of their experiments they varied whether search targets appeared on tracked objects or distractors and reported an accuracy advantages for targets of 18% (Experiment 2) and 17% (Experiment 3), as well as an RT advantage of 140 ms (Experiment 8), but none of these differences was statistically significant. We found generally similar size advantages for probes appearing on tracked objects in accuracy (accuracy advantage of 32% for set size 3 and 23% for set size 1 in Experiment 1), but these effects were highly significant. We can only speculate that search performance may have been more variable in the Alvarez et al. experiments because they used larger search arrays and set

---

**Figure 7.** Visual search accuracy as a function of whether the irrelevant target occurred in the search-only condition or on a tracked object versus a distractor for Experiment 3. The irrelevant target was compatible or incompatible with the relevant target occurring in the stationary letter stream. The error bars reflect the standard error of the mean.
sizes. In any case, an examination of their effects and those reported in this paper show that participants identify shapes appearing on tracked objects more quickly and accurately than those on distractors.

Overall, these results make a strong case that MOT is dependent on a limited capacity resource that can be allocated to different objects in varying amounts. Allocation of attention to an object improves the ability to track it and also improves the ability to identify its shape. This pattern is inconsistent with the claim assumed by capacity-free models that tracking is limited only by a resource over which observers have no control. For example, Franconeri and colleagues (2010) suggested that tracking is primarily limited by the spacing between objects and this limit is set by the resolution of cortical receptive fields responding to the objects. According to this model, if the distance between a tracked object and a distractor is less than the spatial resolution of the receptive fields responding to objects in that area of the retina, then observers may fail to individuate the two nearby objects and may end up tracking the distractor (see also Baé & Flombaum, 2012; Intriligator & Cavanagh, 2001; O’Hearn, Hoffman, & Landau, 2010). They showed that this model is capable of accounting for many of the variables that are known to affect tracking accuracy, such as the number of objects to be tracked, spacing, and velocity (Franconeri, Jonathan, & Scimeca, 2010). For example, increasing the number of objects to be tracked decreases tracking accuracy because increases in the number of tracked objects increases the probability that at least one of them will pass close enough to a distractor to produce a tracking error.

These spacing effects surely play an important role in tracking but they cannot be the whole story. For example, it wouldn’t account for the present findings showing that even when display spacing is constant, participants are still able to vary how much attention they allocate to tracked objects and this allocation can have strong effects on tracking accuracy (our Experiment 2; see also Holcombe, Chen, & Howe, 2014 who showed that set size affects tracking accuracy even with large spacing that should minimize deleterious spatial interactions). Similarly, maintaining high tracking accuracy constrains how much attention can be allocated to other task-relevant objects in the display (Experiment 1).

Our findings are consistent with the multifocal attention theory proposed by Cavanagh and Alvarez (2005) as well as Srivastava and Vul’s (2016) computational model of tracking. In these models, increased visual attention can be allocated to tracked objects to improve the spatial resolution of a target’s representation, but this occurs at the cost of decreased resolution for other targets. These various findings suggest that visual attention is a limited-capacity resource and that increasing set size reduces the amount of attention available to each tracked object. This reduction in attention eventually results in increased tracking errors.

We have emphasized that visual attention is the limited resource used for object tracking. However, we need to also consider other potential limited-capacity mechanisms that might play a role. For example, Pylyshyn (1989) proposed that tracking is accomplished by assigning pointers or indexes to tracked objects. Both indexing and visual attention can account for selection of objects for tracking but they differ in terms of the information they provide about the tracked objects. According to Pylyshyn (1989), an index is a preattentive mechanism that essentially “points to” a relevant object without necessarily providing any information about its features or identity. In addition, indexes differ from visual attention in that an index is a discrete resource and cannot be divided while visual attention is assumed to be a resource that can be continuously divided between different objects. Our results support the visual attention interpretation as opposed to indexing. Tracking an object appears to involve attending to it as shown by the improvement in the ability to identify shapes appearing on the tracked object compared to distractor objects, a result not directly predicted by the indexing account which holds that objects can be tracked without necessarily paying attention to them.

Furthermore, the indexing model cannot easily explain the results of our last experiment that showed that people allocate visual attention to a tracked object even when the letters appearing there are not task relevant and in fact can be harmful to performance of the relevant task. Attending to an object appears to be an obligatory part of tracking it, even when it isn’t advantageous to do so. However, later versions of the indexing model may be able to account for these results as well. Pylyshyn (1994) proposed a hybrid model in which indexes are the principal mechanism supporting object tracking while visual attention plays a “helper role.” He suggested that attention might be necessary to “refresh” the indexes, which would otherwise decay. In addition, visual attention might be involved in maintaining an index on the correct object when distractors are nearby as well as during “error recovery” when indexes are temporarily lost during tracking. Given the somewhat nebulous account of the circumstances in which attention might intervene to maintain tracking, this particular hybrid model appears to be largely indistinguishable from the multifocal attention model of Cavanagh and Alvarez (2005). In a recent review, Scholl (2009) concluded that there isn’t any independent evidence for an indexing system that is distinct from visual attention, and that parsimony favors postulating a single mechanism (visual attention) responsible for MOT. That conclusion is consistent with our results that show the involvement of a continuous resource that is divisible among different objects and is involved in object identification. As Scholl (2009) recently put it: “there may be nothing to MOT beyond attention” (p. 55). In any case, our results cannot refute the possibility that tracking is accomplished through a combination of indexing and visual attention. They do, however, show that visual attention plays a critical role in object tracking (see Iordanescu, Grabowecky, & Suzuki, 2009 and Horowitz & Cohen, 2010 for additional evidence that a continuous resource plays a role in object tracking).
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